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Biology department receives $1.3M grant 
By Danielle Chmelewski 
dachmelewski@ursinus.edu 
Biology students have a lot to 
be excited about in the near fu-
ture, because a $1.3 million grant 
to Ursinus from the National 
Science Foundation will be sup-
porting the transformation of two 
Thomas Hall labs into state of the 
art facilities that will help further 
student-faculty research. Rooms 
110 and 212 in the academic 
building will be gutted and reno-
vated to benefit cellular and mo-
lecular biology research. A brand 
new air handler will be replacing 
the old, providing humidity con-
trol and temperature regulation. 
New lighting and shades will 
regulate the sun. 
The most beneficial renova-
tion will be the new layout of 
the lab. Countertops will line 
two walls, and islands with sinks 
and additional storage will be ar-
ranged in the center. The space 
will also allow for a series of ge-
netic suppressor screens, which 
were not usable 
in the current 
space. 
According to 
Andy Feick, the 
Facilities Direc-
tor, because this 
is Ursinus Col-
lege 's first proj-
ect with the Na-
tional Science 
Foundation, 




wi II either take 
place this De-
cember through 
June at the 
soonest or May 
through Fall of 
2011. 
These reno-
vations will ben- 1... _______________________________ ..1 
efit the science department in two 
main ways. First, the labs will 
be able to hold more people, and 
therefore increase the number of 
students doing research. Second, 
it will allow students to more ef-
fectively work together . in the 
space. 
"One of the major benefits 
will be increased student interac-
tion," explained Dr. Rebecca Ly-
czak, "We hope it will foster new 
conversations between students. 
"Bialay gran I " is 
continued to News, page 3. 
Shorter rush period impacts Students continue the growth 
thoughts surrounding Greeks of the UC organic garden 
By Alyse Reid 
alreid@ursinus.edu 
Thunderous singing and 
chanting ring across the Ursi-
nus College campus as roses are 
handed out and hands are shaken. 
It can only mean one thing: Rush 
week for the Greek community. 
This year the administra-
tion. along with the help of stu-
dent leaders on campus. altered 
the Greek Life regulations. 
One of the most significant 
changes implemented was the re-
striction of freshmen in the rush 
process. In order to make this 
transition easier. rush was moved 
forward to the first semester 
and shortened to just one w·eek. 
The administration made 
this decision in order to allow 
first-year students to truly expe-
rience college life before mak-
ing a full commitment to the 
Greek community. For some, 
the changes have added a great 
deal of positivity to rush, while 
for others the adj ustment has 
been slightly more difficult. 
Junior Rebecca Kamm, 
a member of the sorority Phi Al-
pha Psi, stated, "It's really hard to 
get to know girls. We are being 
rushed into decision's as a soror-
ity, but the girls who are trying to 
decide if they want to join our so-
rority are being forced too quick-
ly to make the decision as welL" 
Kamm also commented 
on a rather unpopular addi-
tion to the changes of rush-
ing: All events must be dry. 
"I like that it's dry ... we 
are sure to get to know the 
girls this way. But when 
you join a sorority. drinking 
"Rush" is contillued to 
Features, page 5. 
By Elisa DiPrinzio 
eldiprinzio@ursinus.edu 
September is officially Organic 
Harvest Month, says the Organic 
Trade Association (OTA), so now 
is the perfect time to check in with 
Ursinus's own organic garden, a 
student-run group that has been 
attracting multiple new members 
each semester. What started in 
2004 as a Summer Fellows proj-
ect has developed into a fertile, 
three-acre sanctuary complete 
with a beehive. a butterfly gar-
den and a recently donated sculp-
ture from the Berman Museum. 
This year. the organic garden's 
expansions include chickens, 
an orchard with thirty trees, and 
raised beds for urban gardening 
potential. For the first time. Ur-
sinus has teamed up with Urban 
Tree Connection. a program that 
converts empty urban lots into 
gardens that will ultimately help 
sustain low-income city neigh-
borhoods. Much of this year's 
produce from the UC Garden 
is being shipped into Philadel-
phia. where it provides healthy 
nourishment to families in need. 
Garden Director, Kyle Shelton, is 
looking forward to increased pro-
ductivity in this upcoming season, 
as well as an irrigation system to 
replace the extended hose that 
is used for \\atering at this time. 
Since the Garden now runs on 
solar power. its core volunteers 
have even discussed the possi-
bility of a solar-powered concert 
featuring four or five bands to 
attract ne\\ members and pro-
mote communit) participation. 
Shelton. no\\ a senior. 
has been the director of the 
"Gardell" is continued ta 
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International News with Lisa: American prisoner released from Iran 
By Lisa Jobe 
lijobe@ursinus.edu 
Cuba lets go of state employees 
Monday, Sept. 13 
HAVANA, CUBA - Cuba an-
nounced Monday that it will lay 
off at least 500,000 state-em-
ployed workers by April 2011, 
and, "reduce restrictions on pri-
vate enterprise to help them find 
new jobs." It is a dramatic step in 
President Raul Castro's attempts 
to radically change employment 
in communist-run Cuba. As 
many as 10 percent of Cuba's 5. 1 
million employees could soon be 
out ofajob, but private-sector job 
opportunities will be increased, 
and more Cubans will be allowed 
self-employment. 
The announcement, which ap-
peared in newspapers and could 
be heard on television and radio, 
was vague on how such a change 
will actually be implemented. 
Castro has long complained that 
Cubans expect too much from 
the government. Cuba has been 
moving toward economic reform 
since July 2006, when serious ill-
ness forced Fidel Castro to cede 
power to his younger brother 
Raul. (The Associated Press, ar-
ticle hosted by Goog/e) 
15 people kiUed in plane crash 
Monday, Sept. 13 
CARACAS, VENEZUELA - A 
plane carrying 51 people crashed 
in eastern Venezuela Monday, 
killing 15 people on board. Ac-
cording to one official, 35 of 47 
passengers and one of four crew 
members survived. The plane 
crashed near a state-owned steel 
mill, and mill workers pulled peo-
ple from the wreckage. 
The bodies of all the victims 
have been recovered, but forensic 
teams have yet to identify six of 
the bodies. The cause of the crash 
was not immediately clear. The 
plane took off from the Caribbean 
island of Margarita Island, a top 
Venezuelan tourist destination, 
and crashed shortly before reach-
ing the airport of the city of Puer-
to Ordaz. (The Associated Press, 
article hosted by Google.) 
American prisoner released 
from Iran 
Thursday, Sept. 16 
TEHRAN, IRAN - Thirty-two-
year-old American Sarah Shourd 
was reunited with her mother in 
Muscat, Oman on Tuesday, after 
she was freed from the Tehran 
prison where she spent the last 
fourteen months. Shollrd's bail 
was posted in Oman by Omani 
authorities. She left behind her fi-
ance Shane Bauer, 28, and friend, 
Josh Fattal, also 28. 
The three Americans were de-
tained after they strayed into Iran 
while hiking in the Kurdistan 
region of Iraq. Iran accused the 
hikers of spying, which the Unit-
ed States and the hikers denied. 
In a statement, Shourd thanked 
[ranian President Mahmoud Ah-
madinejad and Iran's supreme 
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamanei, 
for working toward her release. 
She also said she would focus on 
securing the release of Bauer and 
Fattal. (CNNcom) 
Pakistani politician's murder 
investigated 
Friday, Sept. 17 
LONDON, ENGLAND - Col-
leagues fear that Thursday's mur-
der of Pakistani opposition politi-
cian Imran Farooq was politically 
motivated. Farooq, a co-founder 
of the Muttahida Qaumi Move-
ment (MQM), was found stabbed 
and beaten by neighbors near his 
home in London. 
Farooq fled Pakistan years ago 
to escape criminal charges that 
he claimed were political. At the 
time, the MQM were vying for 
control in Pakistan's largest city, 
Karachi. Farooq claimed asylum 
in the UK in 1999. Despite his 
exile, Farooq remained a key fig-
ure in the MQM. 
There has been some violence 
in Karachi, where the MQM is 
situated; a shop near the MQM 
headquarters was set on fire, and 
a group of youth blocked a road 
and set two buses on fire. Scot-
land Yard has refused to comment 
on whether or not the murder was 
politically motivated. Witnesses 
say Farooq was attacked by an 
Asian man. ([he Guardian On-
line) 
Lecture on protecting manatees highlights human interference 
By Allison Nichols 
alnichols@ursinus.edu 
Dr. Katie Tripp, Director of 
Science and Conservation for 
the Save the Manatees Club, pre-
sented a lecture entitled, "Mana-
tee Management or Human Man-
agement?" on Monday in Phfaler 
Auditorium. Tripp, who received 
her bachelor's degree from Eck-
erd College in St. Petersburg, 
Fla., and her Ph.D. in Veterinary 
Medical Sciences from the Uni-
versity of Florida, urged the pub-
lic to take more responsibility for 
Florida's favorite maritime mam-
mal. 
Tripp began the lecture with 
a spoiler alert: the answer to the 
problem of endangered manatees 
is human management, not mana-
tee management. Tripp explained 
that the biggest cause of manatee 
death from humans is watercraft 
hits, stating, "It is a minority of 
manatees that do not have scars 
from boats." 
"Public perception when you 
work in this field is hugely impor-
tant," Tripp said, pointing out that 
a misinformed and uneducated 
public is a big source of problems 
for manatee protection. 
For instance, there has been 
much confusion since Florida's 
state laws adopted a new system 
in 1999 which no longer defines 
manatees as endangered, caus-
ing people to think that they were 
fine. As a result, people were less 
careful around manatees and put 
them in even more danger. 
Evidence of an uneducated 
public can be found on our own 
campus, where a student who 
wished to remain anonymous 
believes their boat hit a manatee 
this summer in Englewood, Fla. 
This was a problem that Tripp 
identified in the lecture: it is hard 
to educate a constantly changing 
population. She explained that 
boaters come to Florida from all 
over the country, which makes it 
hard to inform everyone about the 
endangered manatees. 
Power companies have cre-
ated an even bigger problem for 
manatees. As a result of power 
companies pulling water into 
their plants and releasing warmed 
water back into the bay, manatees 
have become dependent on the ar-
tificial warm water sources. Be-
tween 70 and 80 percent of Flori-
da manatees are reliant on coastal 
power plants. 
Agencies are trying to help 
manatees become independent 
of power plants because technol-
ogy is not a reliable source for a 
habitat. The perfect habitats for 
manatees are the springs in Flori-
da. However, as Tripp identified, 
"humans demand a lot of water in 
Florida," and in an attempt to gain 
easier access to water, a dam was 
built blocking ofT access to such a 
spring. The Florida environment 
keeps changing, so it is difficult 
to find a dependable home for the 
manatees. 
Harassment from humans is 
another problem facing manatees. 
As more manatees are moved to 
springs, more humans travel to 
the springs to interact with the 
manatees. When people do this, 
they get in the way of manatees' 
travel, and interrupt them in their 
vital daily activities. Tripp's lec-
ture included pictures of names 
scratched into the backs of man-
atees and a manatee that was 
struck with an arrow. Accord-
ing to Tripp people are "crossing 
boundaries" and the springs have 
"turned into a petting zoo." 
Save the Manatees Club is a 
national nonprofit and member-
ship-based organization estab-
lished in 1981 by Jimmy Buffett, 
and fonner U.S. Senator Bob 
Graham. Tripp said that the role 
of the Save the Manatees Club 
is to, "do what is best for mana-
tees when no one else wilL" The 
club is always raising money for 
public awareness, research, and 
legal action when needed. They 
do so with member donations and 
through their adopt-a-manatee 
program. 
Although Tripp's work re-
volves around the protection and 
safet} of manatees, she helps an 
even larger population. As Tripp 
said, "When you protect mana-
tees you protect everything that 
brings people to Florida." The 
protection of manatees helps to 
maintain a healthy environment 
for everyone, and hopefully, with 
the help of Tripp and people like 
her, the manatees will continue to 
do so long into the future. 
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How to become a "deep learner" 
By Saroh Hourwitz 
$ohourwitz@ursinvs.edv 
When you are sitting in a 
'classroom and listening to the 
l~urer speakiflg, do £QU {lctu· 
ally care what js being said'?, If 
~o; why do you care? Ate Y04 
ipaying atteJ)tiof;! to rhe;p!ofessot 
~nly because you want to ace that 
next 'tlst t.o improve Y(iur GP~, ' 
or bec.aus~you art actuaJly fl\S-
cinated by the information 15ein~ 
IdisculiIsed?These types of gues-
Jions w,re addressed last week by 
IDr, Ken Bajn, authof Qf What the 
Bey( College Teachers DO'. 
'On Thursday, Sept. 16, 01'. 
~ain. the Vice Provost for Le;am-
ing, Director, Research Academy 
for University Learning, as wen 
as a hi$tory profes$or at Mont-
clair University, spoke to Ursi-
nus faculty and students about 
deep learning. 
Instead of standing at the po-
dium. Sain wandered around the 
Kaleidoscope auditorium, engag-
ing himself with the audience 
members. While unconvention-
any teaching us, he explained 
that there are three types of l!}am-
ers: surface learners, strategic 
learners, and deep l¢arners. 
Surface learners learn by 
llJemorizing the material taught 
[to. them. Sain stated, '~ey are 
Im-gelydriven by fearr becaus~ 
:they want to survive in school. 
abe surface learner approach 
"Biology grant" is 
continued from front page 
Currently, the long benches 
topped with high shelves make 
it hard for students to communi-
cate with each other easily while 
working in the lab. According 
to Dr. Rebecca Kohn, the new 
lab space will not only be more 
useable in general but it will be 
more conducive to lab meetings 
as well. Dr. Kohn and Dr. Lyc-
zak. will be sharing one laboratory 
space, which will be utilized by 
two research groups studying C 
elegans worms. 
All three professors who will 
be utilizing the new labs high-
lighted the opportunity for more 
collaborative work. Dr. Dale 
Cameron, who will be using his 
new laboratory to continue his re-
search using yeast cells to study 
prion-like protein aggregation, 
emphasized the importance for 
students to work together. 
"Being a part of a research 
team helps foster that sense of 
seems the easiest, but it is yrob- stand the material. 
ably the most difficult because it Grades also contribute to the 
is based on memorizing material. loss of deep~lelUning. Bain ex-
Strategic learners?, although , plains that grades cause the stu-
on a higher leve-! than surface dents to lose interest in the ma-
learners, are )lot"the best type ofterial Being tau~t.'rhiS' occurs 
stu4t;nts. 'they are driven mosdy, bec-8use the students, "feel a toss 
ifn lely, by gradesanq the-de- # of Control and feel manipulated," 
Sir recognition. These typ¢s . byJhe distribution ofgrades. 
of students ar.en1t;risk takers be-- How can professors try to 
eause,1he,x don ant to ba~JY encourage deep lea.rning within 
impat1 their ~a Instead ,of their classtooms? In his book, 
1earntl1g ' con~epttialJ~ strategic i Bain offers sev-eral s~estions, 
~d~t$learnpro(:edBrallY. gJ>4P la$t ThUJS~y he spok.e of: 
The best type tif learning, ac- tbe two wnicb ,are most impor-
eording to Dr.B&ll1. is deep learn,.. tanto A~corQing to 'Bam, students 
,g, ~eepJea!pers do .:Mt ~imply lnustenco'):I}tel' a sitl(ation in. 
eonSttme the information present- whichtbeir expectation of the ex-
ed to them, they dev6ur it."TheSe penment or of :the concept fails. 
~tudents think abollt the implica- "When this happens, Students can't ' 
tions of the jnfomlation they re- help but become curious about 
ceived and t11ey try to apply itto . why their idea failed. The second 
reality. They enjoy learning b'On- condition that Bain believes is yjJ 
ceptually> especially by sl{eculat- tal for the fostering of deep leam-
ibg and theoriZing, ing is that, "learners must care 
Even though we shOllld all that their r-nental model doesn't 
strive to become deep learners, work." lfthe students care, then 
most classrooms de{ not foster they wiH want to build a new, re-
the environment necessary for aHstic model that actually works. 
deepleamersl Bain eXP'lained. A Dr, Bai:n's talk was video~ 
1<>t of this i$ ~aused by the stress taped and will pe pnt on Black-
of time. Many teachers have '" board f6r faculty members only,' 
t9 fo~)ow a curr~cuhJt;tl, $0 tlley so that those wbo did not attend 
must ensure that all the material the talk can sti11listen to and ben-
is covered'; Bain st~tes that tbe efit" ftomDr. Bain's strategies. 
time con&:t,raintsforce.p.rofessors "' Pe.fhaps Baja's adviCe' Illld his un 
to rush the infonnation and then COl1veationaJ method of lecturing 
give stud'eJlts anexarn to see if wilt encourage Ursinus profes-
they"can;'regurgiiate"'thecOl!{lct SOf§ to promote and encotirage 
tWw't'rs .. Th!& $t}!le does 1\()t en~ deep leamin~. 
sure that students_ actvally un4er~ 
community within the depart-
ment," Dr. Cameron pointed out. 
The space will grant students 
an opportunity to bounce ideas 
off of each other and help one 
another succeed, which is an as-
set truly valued by the Ursinus 
community as a whole. Having 
students work together more will 
truly benefit the success of future 
research endeavors. 
The Science Department also 
predicts that the new renovations 
will entice more students to join 
research. Dr. Cameron even had 
to tum away a couple of students 
this past year simply because 
there was no room. However, 
with the help of this grant, he will 
not have to turn away those that 
are interested. 
The grant process was not an 
easy one to say the least. Submit-
ted on Aug. 20, 2009, the award 
letter was not received until one 
year later on Aug. 22, 2010. 
Spearheading the grant writ-
ing was Dr. Robert Dawley, with 
the help of the three professors 
who will be using the new lab 
spaces. They worked diligently 
with Dean Levy, Andy Feick, and 
Charlene Wysocki, the Coordi-
nator of Research & Sponsored 
Programs, to make this grant at-
tainable, 
"Everyone is really excited 
about it, because these propos-
als are so competitive," Wysocki 
explained. "We do know that we 
were one of the first three institu-
tions to receive an award!" 
The reviews of the proposal 
were fantastic, said Dr. Lyczak. 
One review even stated, "This is 
an excellent proposal that should 
be funded. Ursinus College does 
more to train a high priority group 
of students than the dozen other 
proposals reviewed" 
Receiving this grant will act 
as a stepping stone to receiving 
future grants from the NSF. But 
for now, students and faculty in 
the Science Department can look 
forward to a beautiful new lab 
space to continue their research. 
News-3 
Project Pericles to sponsor "De-
bating for Democracy" in the 
Berman Museum tomorrow 
By Troci Johnson 
tr;ohnson@ursinus.edu 
Tomorrow, Sept. 241h, Proj-
ect Pericles will be sponsoring 
Debating for Democracy (040) 
from 10 A.M, to 4 P.M in the 
Main Gallery of the Berman Mu-
seum of Art. 040 is a six-hour 
long workshop that trains partici-
pants to be progressive leaders, 
According to projectpericles. 
org, "Each 6-hour workshop will 
help attendees discover the power 
of using stories and connecting 
through values to mobilize sup-
pOtt, persuasively communicate, 
and motivate people to act. Par-
ticipants will have the chance to 
explore the tactics for pursuing 
change, including advocacy, elec-
toral campaigns, lobbying, orga-
nizing, and policy development." 
The event is open to all stu-
dents, regardless of political 
party affiliation, The goal is 
for students to come out and 
speak on issues involving so-
cial equality in an unbiased way, 
According to projectpericles, 
org, the Washington, D.C. based 
Center for Progressive Learn-
ers (CPL) has trained over 
5,000 individuals in every level 
of political involvement. The 
CPL is a national nonparti-
san political training institute 
and is heading the program. 
As one of 28 periclean col-
leges and universities, Ursinus is 
bringing this event to campus for 
the first time, Periclean colleges, 
"are committed to the ideals of 
civic engagement," says Assis-
tant Dean of Civic Engagement 
at Ursinus, Dr. Christian Rice. 
Acting as the Director of the Bon-
ner Program, Project Pericles and 
UCARE, Dr. Rice tackles any op-
portunity for the Ursinus Commu-
nity to be more civically involved, 
"040 is an opportunity to 
learn skills for democratic par-
ticipation." to build your skills 
as a citizen," said Rice, "You'll 
participate in influencing legisla-
tion, speaking to elected officials, 
and activities that allow you to af-
fectively advocate and persuade 
legislators to your point of view" 
The students of Ursinus are be-
ing given the opportunity to en-
hance and project their political 
cause more efficiently. Anyone 
can come to this workshop and 
gain a sense of empowerment and 
leadership, all while learning how 
to be more engaged in matters 
that affect all of us as civilians. 
Contact Dr. Christian Rice 
for questions about the pro-
gram or how you get be-
come more involved on cam-
pus and in the community. 
COMMENTS SOUGHT FOR TENURE REVIEW 
In accordance with the Ursinus College Faculty Hand-
book, student comments on teaching effectiveness and 
student-faculty interaction are invited at the time of a 
faculty member's review for tenure. Although student 
letters must be signed to be considered, student names 
may be withheld, upon request, when their comments 
are shared with the Promotion and Tenure Committee, 
and the faculty member. 
This year, the following members of the faculty are be-
ing reviewed for tenure: 
Joel Bish, Psychology 
Rebecca Jaroff, English 
Greg Scranton l MCS 
Matthew Shoafl Art 
Louise Woodstock, MCS 
Your feedback is strongly encouraged and will assist the 
Committee in its review process. Letters should be sent 
to Dean Judith T. Levy, Office of the Dean by October 
81 2010. 
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Bed bug epidemic hits college campuses across nation 
By Jen Beigel 
jebeige/@ursinus.edu 
"Sleep tight, and don ' t 
let the bedbugs bite." 
Once imply a way to wish 
omeone goodnight, this saying 
has become a eriou statement 
as bedbug, which haven ' t been 
prevalent in the United States 
since World War II, become 
more common across the nation. 
The e critters have cropped up in 
places such as hotels, hospitals, 
and even college campuses. 
Col leges all over the United 
States have been affected by 
bedbug inFe tations, including 
tan Ford Uni ver it} , 
University of Colorado 
at Boulder, Ohio 
Slate Uni ver ity, and 
Manhattan College. 
Co lleges are prime 
spots for bedbug 
to inhabit because 
of student from all 
parts of the country 
and the world. In fact, 
bedbugs are becoming 
so common on 
college campuses that 
advertisers for products 
that supposedly kill 
bedbugs have started 
to target college students. 
While Ursinus College has 
not had any reported incidents 
of bedbug infe tations this year, 
Duryea Hall was evacuated when 
bedbugs were potted in several 
of the rooms last year. The 
residents were relocated while 
the entire hou e was treated to 
get rid of the bedbugs. 0 other 
hou es were reportedly infected. 
This year, the Facilities 
Department is tr)ing to prevent 
an) more outbreaks of bedbugs 
at Urs inus. Facilities recentl) 
put together a protocol with 
how to handle an} bedbug 
infestation on campus. Carol 
McMillin, the Environmental 
Health and Safety Coordinator 
for Ursin us, wrote a flyer about 
bedbugs, which she is hoping to 
distribute in the residence halls 
in case of a bedbug sighting. The 
next step is to educate students. 
"We hope that if students see 
bedbugs, that they'll call their 
RA," McMillin say. "But there 
needs to be more education." 
McMillin liken bedbugs 
to lice. While irritating and 
disgusting, neither pest is 
dangerous . Bedbugs are not 
known to spread disea es to 
humans, so students should not 
panic i fthey find any in their room. 
Bedbugs are difficult to spot, 
because they are very small, only 
the size of an apple seed. The) are 
reddish brown, flat, and wingless 
and tend to reside in small, dark 
spaces such as cracks in the 
wall and inside pillowcases. 
T) pically, red bumps form from 
bites, imilar to mosquito bites, 
though they do not always itch 
and are u uall} clustered together. 
I f a student bel ieve that 
he or she has bedbugs, he or he 
should take immediate action. 
He or she should not attempt to 
get rid of the bugs themselves 
by purchasing the chemical 
treatments that man) advertisers 
are trying to sell college students, 
as many of these treatments do 
not work. Instead, the flyer that 
McMillin is distributing instruct 
students to collect the bugs in a 
Ziploc bag or a sealed container 
and take it to the Facilitie 
Department. The student should 
then go to Wellnes to make sure 
that the bites are definitel) the 
result of bedbug. I f bedbugs 
are confirmed, Ursinus v. ill call 
in exterminator to kill them 
and then \\ i II decide iF an) 
other action, uch a evacuating 
the house, needs to be taken. 
Students should also take 
precautions to prevent bedbug , 
such as frequentl) washing their 
sheets, avoiding putting item 
that can carr} bedbugs, such as 
backpacks and purses, on their 
bed, and trying to reduce clutter 
where bedbugs could hide. 
i'Jersey Shore": Getting past the grenades so they can smush 
By Maggie McMahon 
mamcmahon@ursinus.edu 
Everyone has heard of the 
"Jersey Shore" whether it 
be willingly or unwillingly. 
The "Guido" phenomenon 
has sunk its spray-tanned claws 
into popular culture; one can 
only hope it will stay because 
it's far too easy to become irre-
vocably attached. The vocabu-
lary has become a part of most 
everyone 's everyday speech. 
For example, the phrase 
G.T.L. has become every one's 
go to phrase for their evening 
activities. Then there's the mo-
ments when people see a "Gre-
nade," or what about those times 
when the onl) words to be said 





"If you could bring back one 
extinct creature ... what 
would it be?" 
The Situation. No one can help 
but find their "Guido" antics en-
tertaining, in fact, deep down 
almost everyone does whether 
they want to admit it or not. 
This season the housemates 
have relocated from Jersey to 
Miami. The real surprise is the 
return of the infamous Angelina 
who was sure to stir up plenty 
of drama. The other housemates 
- Snooki, JWOWW, Pauly D, 
The Situation, Vinnie, Ronnie, 
and Sammi - have also returned 
and are sure to "bring da ruckus." 
It would appear that this sea-
son' high points can be found in 
the fights between the "Guidettes." 
What is better than a cat fight? 
A "Guido" cat fight. The recent 
fight between JWOWW and 
Sammi was pure entertainment. 




"Sabre Tooth Tiger" 
do identity and they have suc-
cessfully marketed the im-
age to a huge audience. 
For example, I was recently in 
an F.YE. and there were "Jersey 
Shore" bobbleheads and pins. 
Was I tempted to buy one? I would 
be lying if! said I wasn't. The cast 
has turned a sizeable profit by 
embracing their trashy personas 
which is actually a pretty clever 
business plan. In a way, I am jeal-
ous of the Guidos on the show. 
There are no expectations of them. 
They have publicly exposed 
themselves as utterly intoler-
able people, yet that is why we 
love them so much. Normal 
people have to suppress their 
unlikeable qualities whereas the 
characters put every horrible as-
pect of themselves on display. 





is almost a masochistic endeavor: 
it literally guarantees the loss of 
brain cells. It is such an unintelligi-
ble, vacant, and shallow show but 
the nation is hooked. It is the em-
bodiment of a "guilty pleasure". 
Lindsay Teuber 
North fast Philly. PA 
Junior: fSS 
"Giant Sea Turtle" 
The Situation put it best in 
season one: "As far as I know, 
everybody loves The Situa-
tion, and if you don't love The 
Situation, I'm gonna make 
you love The Situation." 
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Professor seeking tenure: Dr. Rebecca Jaroff 
By Sara Sherr 
sasherr@vrsinus.edu 
Thete are currently five pro-
fessors up for tenure this year 
at Ursinus College. Although a 
lengthy process, these deciSions 
make and shape the learning ex-
perience at any schooL In the 
English department, tenure-seek:-
jng professor Dr. Rebecca Jaroff 
comes up more than occassonally. 
Jaroff, 'who is currently in 
her sixth year as an assistant 
professor of English at UC is 
also a 1981 Ursinus graduate. 
She's certainly seen the pro.." 
gression of the college and 
she most importantly notes, 
"loves to share her passion 
for literature with students." 
"Rush" continuedfrom 
front page 
happens," said Kamm as 
she and fellow sister Stepha-
nie Bonaccorsi agree that dry 
rushes are disillusioning for 
students who are considering 
joining Greek life on campus. 
But perhaps these changes 
have not been as problematic 
as some believe. Sophomore 
Jessica Orbon mentioned that 
these changes will affect most 
of the campus, even the rough 
83% of students who are not in-
volved in the Greek community. 
Orbon admits, "I was re-
ally worried that it would be 
difficult to transition into all of 
this, but I've realized how im-
portant these new rules are. 
With a shorter pledge period, it 
will be much easier to control 
any hazing that takes place." 
Much like Orbon senior 
Erik Derr, a member of Phi 
Kappa Sigma, felt very op-
timistic about the changes. 
Derr prefers this year's rush 
process to past rush seasons due 
to the amount of time that the 
group is able to spend together 
before spring graduation. He can 
also can understand the stress of 
the situation, but ultimately be-
Iteves this change was for the best. 
Derr, President of Fraterni-
ties for the Inter-Greek Coun-
cil, continues to work with the 
administration as well as other 
members of the Greek com-
munity to create the best out-
come for all those involved. 
The student-president 
works directly with Kim Tay-
lor. the Advisor to the Inter-
"It's not just me teaching 
them," Jal'off explains, "I love 
the collaborative learning pro-
cess. I think they reaJly teach 
me as much as J teach them. My 
favorite parts are the 'light bulb' 
moments, when students under-
stand something in literature." 
Jaroff's passion for litera,. 
ture is very evident. There is, 
however, one aspect to teach-
ing that she doesn't much like. 
"My least favorite part is grad-
ing," she says, "Pd much rather 
tell a student how his or her essay 
Can be improved rather than giv-
ing him or her a grade. They get 
discouraged by grades, when what 
they realJy need to do is work for 
improvement. In the real world 
ofliteratl,\re you have to deal with 
actnal rejection. There's a lot 
Greek Council and Director 
of Campus Safety at Ursnus. 
Taylor openly admitted thatthe 
new process will most likely need 
to be modified before any final 
version is decided upon. In fact, 
Taylor believes that the success 
of the process can only be deter-
mined after multiple evaluations. 
"I currently rely heavily on 
IGC," Taylor stated, "My hope 
is for the Greek community to be 
a self-governed group. It's not, 
'Well the administration says this!' 
It's about holding each other ac-
countable and setting standards." 
Students on campus ques-
tioned if the changes stemmed 
from the suspension of the so-
rority Alpha Sigma Nu and 
Omega Chi in the spring of last 
year. The sororities were cited 
for hazing against new mem-
bers during the pledging process. 
When asked how the clos-
ing of Alpha Sigma Nu affect-
ed the decision to change the 
pledging process, Taylor was 
firm with her response, "That 
decision was already made." 
However, Taylor mentioned 
that the Greek community 
could learn from the incident, 
"Hold yourselves to higher stan-
dards. Expect more. Expect 
more from yourselves and ex-
pect more from each other. See 
what mistakes were made and 
learn from that. It's no secret 
that hazing was involved. But 
you need to remember that you 
can be a good, strong organiza-
tion without hazing. If you want 
respect, you've got to earn it." 
For more information on 
Greek life, contact Kim Taylor, 
Erik Derr, or Lindsay Budnick. 
more to essay writing than just 
a grade, and it's very important 
for students to express some-
thing in a clear, articulate way." 
As for the world of litera-
ture, Dr. Jaroff is very familiar 
with being published in literary 
journals. Focusing mostly on 
Antebellum~ which is 1800s to 
1860s women's literature, she is 
also very interested in ecocriti-
cism (the word isn't even rec-
ognized by speJl check because 
Dr. Jaroff's field of study is so, 
"cutting edge"). One day she 
hopes to head an, environment in 
literature course here at Ursinus. 
In the time before her envi~ 
rOnmetlt in literature class ar-
rives at Ursinus, she's keeping 
herself busy by teaching a va-
riety of Engl ish and journalislU 
"Garden" continued from 
front page 
organic garden since the winter 
of his freshman year. Shelton is 
an environmental studies major 
who has always been interested 
in sustainability and Biology, 
and one of his first jobs in high 
school was at a garden center. 
During this time, he memo-
rized the names and general care 
processes of many plants and 
flowers, and eventually served 
the company as a landscaper. 
Shelton said that when he 
first arrived at Ursinus, the Or-
ganic Garden was relatively 
unknown on campus. After 
learning about the program in 
an email from the school and 
connecting with UC Professor 
Rich Wallace, Shelton decided 
to take the position as director 
and began organizing volunteers. 
"The more time I spent out 
there," he said, "the more time 
I wanted to spend." The garden 
soon became one of Kyle's pas-
sions, and it also allowed him 
to enhance his personal leader-
ship and management skills. 
Katy Diana, a 2006 alumna 
and environmental studies ma-
jor, founded the garden for her 
Summer Fellows project as an 
experiment to promote sustain-
ability and campus-wide par-
ticipation. The plot where the 
garden is located was once part 
of the former Hunsberger Estate, 
and the family donated it to Ur-
sinus on the condition that the 
land remained undeveloped. This 
stipulation made the area a natu-
ral location for Diana's project. 
During the first growing sea-
courses, her favor-
ite to teach being 
Literary Theory. 
"I think it's the 
most challeng-
ing for students, in 
that it transf01111S 
the way they view 
literature. Many 
students have said 
it's the best course 
they've had in the 
major," said Jaroff. 
Jaroff stays 
involved in cam-
pus life by also 
being the adYi- " hoto b\ Urf. u"Jtf, 
Sor to The Griz- .... ------------.;;..;.~;..;.;.;.;...;.~ 
zly student newspaper. 
To learn more about ways to 
recommend Dr. Jaroff and/or 
the four other professors seek· 
son, the student director took full 
advantage of the twenty-five by 
twenty-five-foot plot, planting 
a wealth of organically grown 
fruits, vegetables and herbs, the 
majority of which were donat-
ed to UC Dining Services and 
eaten by students and teachers 
alike. The Organic Garden also 
received a Suburban Greening 
Award by the Pennsylvania Hor-
ticultural Society the follow-
ing year, under her direction. 
Shelton expects that this year's 
participation will continue to 
prosper. During the Activities 
Fair, he collected four or five 
sheets with the names of students 
who want to become pal1 of the 
ing tenure, turn to page three 
in this paper. Student opinion 
is taken seriously and appreci-
ated by the tenure committee. 
project. Multiple Greek organiza-
tions have also expressed interest 
in planning community service 
days revolving around the garden. 
Shelton remarked on the 
number of students who were 
required to do community ser-
vice there in the past and later 
returned to help out of their 
own will, "Once you get peo-
ple out there, they come back." 
Group workdays at the gar-
den happen once a week, typi-
cally on Sundays, but alternative 
times are provided to accommo-
date those with busy schedules. 
For more infornlation regarding 
the garden, contact Kyle Shel-
ton at kyshelton@ursinus.edu. 
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Video Music Awards were entertaining, but undetWhelming 
By Kayla Ann McLeod 
kamcleod@ursinus.edu 
" I, I, I told ya! I told ya, Baby! 
Baby!" The lyrics to Rihanna 's 
hit single, "Rock Star," don't 
even need completion before im-
mediately bringing to mind the 
2010 MTV Video Music Awards. 
Like every other individual who 
fits into the 12-25 year old demo-
graphic for popular music, I was 
pumped for the show. 
Eminem opened up along-
side Rihanna, with their hit single 
"Love the Way You Lie," but I 
found homework more entertain-
ing. Eminem just doesn't do it 
for me. After his performance, I 
was not moved in the least; and 
Rihanna, what in your right mind 
makes you think that having your 
hair match your lipstick is flat-
tering? Do you not remember 
Charli Baltimore from Murder, 
Inc? That look was not flattering 
_------------------_. on her either, 
love. You are 
no exception. 
The candy-red 
is very sour. 
Lad y 
Gaga, on the 
other hand, 
was more on 
the sweet side. 
Nominated 
a total of 13 





"Video of the 
Year" award. 
I was glad for 
her, because I 
love her mu-
sic. What I did 
Lad) Gaga accepting one or the eight 3w3rds she picked up at the VMAs. 
P/lOtocolirtewojlll1Oeek/\,wm not enjoy was .... _________________ ...... her inability to 
hold it together upon the recep-
tion of every single award. We 
understand that you love us "Lit-
tle Monsters," but Gaga, no ... 
Stefani, you look fake as sh-
poop. We all know that you have 
no reason to be bawling. 
aturally, I, along with much 
of America was curious to see 
what Gaga would wear next, and 
like the true champ that she is, 
she didn't disappoint. While all 
three of her outfits were interest-
ing to say the least, the last and 
most controversial was, unfor-
tunately, unoriginal. America's 
Next Top Model. Season 10. 
Episode 4. Gaga, you should do 
your research . You can't shock 
America ifTyra's already thought 
of it first! Try a little harder. I do 
think you were onto something 
though with the Kermit poncho 
and lingerie. 
Speaking of underwear, one 
artist that makes most cougars 
jump out of their clothing seemed 
to have a tough performance 
last week. As a fellow Tennes-
see native, I have always fa-
vored Usher's "Way" since about 
1997. However, the 31-year-old 
singer performed his latest elec-
tronic singles "OJ Got Us Fallin 
in Love" and "OMG." Although 
his dancing was electrifying as 
usual, Usher's vocal presentation 
was seriously lacking. Out of 
breath and sounding a tad bit flat, 
Usher's increasing age was more 
evident than ever. 
Last but not least, Taylor Swift 
and Kanye West. Honestly, as the 
show progressed, 
I was disappoint-
your middle school, mediocre 
writing. 
Kanye, on the other hand, 
killed the stage and ultimately 
had the last laugh. Yes, I was dis-
appointed at the 
absence of one of 
" ... America's 
my favorite sum-ed at the lack of 
camera shots of 
either artist's reac-
tion to the count-
less references to 
last years' show. 
Taylor started off 
tonight'S perfor-
mance smoothly 
enough, but from 
the time that she 
started the chorus 
of the song, every-
thing went quickly 
downhill. Why 
would you pose 
like you're hit-
Next Top Mod-
el. Season 10. 
mer jams, "Pow-
er;" however, I 
was overjoyed at 
his musical come-
back to the situa-
tion. His sarcastic 
"Runaway" lyr-
ics, like, "Let's 
have a toast for 
the douche bags," 
left audiences not 
only smiling and 
laughing, but defi-
nitely forgetting 
all about Swift. 
Episode 4. Gaga, 
you should do 
your research. 
You can't shock 
America ifTyra's 
already thought of 
it first! Try a little 
harder. .. " 
ting an 80's Whit-
ney Houston note 
when you're not doing anything 
special? That just makes you look 
stupid, Taylor. Her performance 
was essentially a melodramatic 
pity party with a guest list of one. 
And I'm sorry; "You're still an 
innocent" qualifies as bad writing 
to me- bad writing and grammar. 
I'm sorry that Kanye had the balls 
to stand up and say what every 
single person was thinking. I'm 
sorry; it was true. Continue with 
Keep it up Kan) e. 
People are just 
mad because they 
know you have a reason to be 
cocky. 
Overall, I'd give the VMA's a 
slight thumbs-up this year. I was 
expecting fireworks and Michael 
Jackson back from the dead, but 
instead MTV left viewers with 
mere sparklers. Maybe next 
year's show will be bigger and 
better. (Taylor/Kanye collabora-
tion, anyone?) 
IIMachete" is mindlessly fun entertainment with a bit of blood 
By Dixon Speaker 
dispeaker@ursinus.edu 
I woke up last Sunday morn-
ing with a plan. I was going to get 
out of bed before noon, shower, 
go to brunch, then go to the li-
brary and get a head start on my 
work for the ensuing week. I did 
end up getting out of bed before 
noon and making it to brunch, 
but on returning to my suite, be-
fore I could even sit back down, 
two friends confronted me with 
a scheme that would either make 
or break my day. "We're going 
to see "Machete" now!" they 
said. "Do you want to come?" 
Against every fading memory 
of my mom lecturing me to put 
schoolwork first, I grabbed my 
wallet and left for the theater. 
If anyone reading this is given 
the same opportunity as I was, I 
suggest taking it, because "Ma-
chete" is one of the most enter-
taining movies I've seen in a long 
time. First appearing as a "fake" 
trailer in Quentin Tarantino and 
Robert Rodriguez'S "Grind- explosions, and cold, hard steel 
house" in 2007, "Machete" re- parting endless streams of blood 
ceived such a positive internet like the Red Sea, then you need to 
response that Rodriguez was giv- see this movie. 
en the go-ahead to create a full- Danny Trejo, code name Ma-
length feature, chete, plays 
For those .--------------, an ex-federal 
unfamiliar with agent from 
Rodriguez's Mexico who 
work, he's is trying to 
most famous make his way 
for directing in America. 
such action He ends up be-
classics such ing framed for 
as "From DZlsk the attempted 
Till Dawn, " murder of the 
"Sin City, " and Senator of the 
"Spy Kids. " state of Texas, 
Raben DeNi", on ··\;{urh" • . ·· and spends Shot in a 
low budget, 
B-movie style, 
Photo rOil",,,, oj~m.rb,/ow/.rOIl the rest of the 
it's "Machete s" mastery of the 
most basic forms of entertain-
ment that makes the film so en-
joyable. If you're looking for a 
compelling plot, intelligent dia-
logue, and a meaningful message, 
then you should probably pass on 
this one; but if you enjoy guns, 
movie hack-
ing, slashing, and disemboweling 
his way to justice. As far as story-
line, THIS IS ALL THERE IS, so 
I won't waste time talking about 
it further, because the real beauty 
in "Machete" lies in its charac-
ters. Machete is tough, ruthless 
and harder to kill than Rasputin. 
No man who faces him stands a 
chance, including one man he 
fights while eating a burrito. He 
also sleeps with every woman he 
meets. I'm chalking this up to his 
infamous reputation, and his mys-
terious demeanor, barely speak-
ing the entire movie except for 
occasional self-reflections such 
as, "Machete don't text." 
"Machete" boasts a star-stud-
ded cast, who all actually play 
significant roles rather than small 
cameos. Anytime Steven Segal, 
Robert DeNiro, Jessica Alba, and 
Lindsay Lohan are together on-
screen at the same time, I believe 
it is our moral responsibility as 
Americans to watch this movie 
in its entirety. Each character is 
extremely colorful and unique, 
playing perfectly to the strength 
of each actor. Segal plays his 
part so well that I would not be 
surprised if he is cast again as a 
Mexican drug lord sometime in 
the future. 
In all, ",tfachete" is funny, 
simple, and utterly brilliant. 
Running at just under two hours, 
"Machete" doesn't waste time 
with a long elaborate plot set 
up or a concealed love story. It 
simply throws the viewer into 
a storm of bullets, knives, and 
blood, which doesn't end until 
the credits roll. The action and 
fighting are executed fantasti-
cally, and the movie is extremely 
effective in accomplishing what 
it clearly set out to do: to create a 
classic, over-the-top action mov-
ie with (as I can't stress enough) 
lots and lots of blood. 
For anyone who likes action, 
a good laugh, or just an excuse 
to put off homework for a few 
hours, "Machete" is the movie 
for you. 
Pkasl.: Iwk. last \\ I.:d,·s 
anick cntitkd ... ( '!lllllft'/"-
I'nil/I: .\('\\' 1:'lIliI/CIlI \!lII:"; 
is c({lchr. hill II/J\('ff/ill.'..!.·· 
\\ as \\Titkn h) Ronak 
Dalji. Thc (;/"i~~/\ apolo-
gi/I.:s for this l11istakl.:. 
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The Catholic Church: Taking the next step towards healing 
By KyuChu/ Shin 
kyshin@ursinus.edu 
Recently, the head of the Ro-
man Catholic Church in Bel-
gium, Archbishop Andre-Joseph 
Leonard, announced and fully 
acknowledged the incredible 
amount of sexual abuse com-
mitted by Catholic priests in his 
country. During the speech, he 
also announced his plans to open 
a center for victim where "rec-
ognition, reconciliation and heal-
ing" would be a top priority. I 
applaud Archbishop Leonard for 
what he has done. I really do. 
lt takes a tremendous amount of 
courage to admit there are prob-
lems. However, this is only the 
first step in healing the wounds 
that this scandal has created. 
More needs to be done not only in 
Belgium, but in the entire Roman 
Catholic Church. 
Although the Archbishop was 
clearly angered by the events that 
have occurred and promised to 
accept abuse victims with open 
anTIS, he failed to issue a formal 
apology. There was no proposi-
tion to prosecute abusers or com-
pensate victims, an example of 
the "protecting one of our own" 
philosophy that has kept such 
abuses hidden for decades. 
Iffellow priests are not willing 
to reveal the abusers among their 
ranks, perhaps it is now time for 
the many priests 
and their victims can finall) close 
this horrible chapter in the Catho-
lic Church's history. 
In addition, other priests who 
have been caught 
who have abused 
victims in the past 
to come forth and 
step out from the 
shadows. It is 
now time for all 
former and current 
priests, no matter 
where they live or 
who they are, to 
finally come clean 
with the sins they 
have committed. 
If only one priest 
is willing to step 
"No matter 
what, rebuilding 
trust between the 
Catholic Church 
and the people of 
but are protected 
from prosecu-
tion thanks to the 
statute of limita-
tions should also 
publicly apolo-
gize for what they 
have done, ask 
the world needs other priests to 
to be a top prior- come out of the 
shadows, and step 
ity of the Catholic down as priests 
Church." in the Catholic 
Church. It is in 
into the light, he may give the 
courage for other priests to reveal 
what they have done. It is only 
through acknowledging what has 
occurred in the past that priests 
this way that any 
sort of justice can be given to 
the victims who have suffered so 
much . Priests should follow the 
example of Bishop Roger Van-
gheluwe, who resigned in April 
after it wa revealed that he had 
been sexually abu ing a bo) who 
also happened to be his nephev.. 
lt is only after thi old order com-
pletely passes and the ne\\ order 
proves that it is not of the ame ilk 
of the old that some sort of trust 
can be built. 
o matter what, rebuilding 
trust between the Catholic Church 
and the people of the world need 
to be a top priority of the Catho-
lic Church. For hundreds of years 
the Church has been trusted by 
people to be a guiding force not 
just in religious affairs, but in ev-
eryday life. These recent scandals 
across the world have dented the 
once rock-solid trust, and only by 
acknowledging these abu es and 
taking steps towards "recogni-
tion, reconciliation and healing" 
can the Church once again take 
its dominant place in the live of 
Catholics everywhere. 
The never-ending ordeal of crossing Main Street 
By Bree Gaddy 
brgaddy@ursinus.edu 
There is something so 
beautiful about Ursinus in this 
early fall weather. The campus's 
aesthetic value is indeed a large 
part of the reason I don't mind 
walking from Olin to my house 
on Main Street. That is, until I 
actually reach Main Street. 
The moment J arrive at the 
great divide between campus 
and home, particularly during 
rush hour, a completely different 
mood seems to crash down upon 
these hallowed grounds. Gone is 
the sunshine peeking through tree 
branches, and the peaceful quiet 
broken only by students calling 
to one another. In its place is 
the constant, droning movement 
of traffic, of busy people going 
to important places. This is a 
different world, but the existence 
of life outside of Ursin us is not all 
that surprising. 
Until you try to cross the 
street. Then it's all angry faces 
and middle fingers. Personally, I 
don't understand. Yeah, I get that 
my crossing the street is shaving 
off 30 seconds of your journey as 
you wait for me to get through the 
crosswalk, but ['ve listened to the 
warnings issued by my RA about 
jaywalking; [ abide by the state 
rules, waiting until some kind 
soul provides me with my chance 
to make my journey across the 
busy sea that is Main Street. Yet, 
even then I'm met with curses 
and angry shrugs, and those 
wonderful middle fingers that are 
shoved irritably out of half-open 
,...----_____________ --, windows. 
Bree Gadd) a\ she (ries (0 cross Main Street in 3 pcaC'c:ful mann!! 
PhUfO h.l" ('''rh· Siegh' 
o kay, 
fine, [ get it. 





Street at a 
consistent 
35mph. Then 
again, [ never 
told you to stop 
for me. [didn't 
do what ['ve 
been advised to 
by many fellow 
travelers. [ 
don't, "Just go when there's a 
large enough break, because even 
if they hit you, you're the one 
who's going to get thousands of 
dollars anyway." No, instead I'm 
waiting patiently for someone, 
anyone, to stop. 
It didn't have to be you, the 
man who stopped long enough 
for me to start walking, only to 
change his mind about his act of 
generosity and give me a death 
glare as I walk innocently across; 
and then to flip me off after I've 
already crossed the street? You 
have a good day too, Sir, thanks 
so much for stopping for me! No, 
actually, that's okay, never do it 
again. Flipping me off once was 
just fine, but I really don't need a 
repeat performance. 
To be fair, [ understand the 
frustration. As a driver, stopping 
every couple of feet is annoying, 
and after a long day, ['d be 
impatient to get to wherever it was 
I needed to go. At the same time, 
though, Ursinus students have 
important places to be and jobs 
to get to, just like the commuters 
passing by in their cars. I'm not 
even asking every car to stop. 
(As it turns out, most people I 
see are on their cell phones, too 
preoccupied with their own lives 
to worry about me making it to my 
class or work on time, anyway). 
However, is it really necessary 
to send such negativity my way, 
and curse at me, when you're the 
one who stopped to let me pass 
in the first place? Can someone 
explain to me the logic in this? 
It really just takes 30 seconds 
to let Ursinus students pass, and 
most students I know are grateful 
enough to give a small wave of 
thanks in exchange for the chance 
to cross the street. 
LQ)ee~~ Cemic 
e~ ()O)ic~ael f)elane~ 
Wow, look at that 
really wei rd statue. 
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UC alum honored with prestigious gymnastics accolade 
By Briana Brukilacchio 
brbrukilacchio@ursinus.edu 
An} one who has been to an 
Ursinus College gymnastics 
meet knows that Kira Oldham-
Curtis was a star in each event. 
She was an, "outstanding 
gymnast during her tenure here at 
Ursinus," according to Laura Mo-
liken, the UC Athletics Director. 
In addition to being already 
recogni7ed by coaches, team-
mates, student, faculty, and the 
gymnastics community as a phe-
nomenal athlete and individual, 
Kira was recently honored with 
the official title of 20 I 0 Division 
III East Region Gymnast of the 
Year by the ational Association 
of Collegiate Gymnastics Coach-
es for Women (NACGCW). 
Oldham-Curtis was named 
an All-American on the bars, 
vault, and beam. It may come as 
a surprise that she, "didn't even 
know that this award existed" 
howevcr, in rcgard to her latcst 
title as Gymnast of thc Year. She 
says her reaction when he re-
ceived the email from her coach 
about the award wa amusing. 
First she questioned if 
the honor was real, then she 
laughed and called her mother. 
he attributes much of 
the di tinction to her gym-
nastics family at Ursinu. 
"I f I didn't have my team-
mates, friends, and coaches then 
I wouldn't have been able to ac-
complish nearly as much as I did," 
mentioned Oldham-Cultis. As far 
as sharing the news with her team 
she said, "I don't think I actually 
told anyone on the team about 
it. For those of you that know 
me, you know I'm not the type 
that would mention it... ony!" 
Despite her humility, word 
spread around campus and the 
UC community is bursting with 
pride for the gymnast and for the 
accolade that can be attributed 
largely to UC's athletics program. 
Head Coach JefT Scheper 
called Oldham-Curtis, "a dedi-
cated, talented, and extremel) 
hard worker, which reall) paid 
ofT during her senior )ear:' 
The Director of Athletics 
comments spoke for much of the 
campus when she said, "The East 
Gymnast of the Year award is 
well deserved. Kira was not only 
a terrific athlete during her time at 
Ursinus, but also an excellent stu-
dent. She is a true ambassador of 
the College and the athletics pro-
gram. We are thrilled that she has 
received this prestigious award." 
Schepers agreed, "Kira de-
served the award, and it was nice 
to see the other East Regional 
coaches believed the same thing:' 
The title was a much deserved 
end to Oldham-Cultis's gymnas-
tics career. She said," ow that 
I am officially retired, my body is 
beginning to fully recover from 
all of the aches and pains I've 
accrued as a gymnast. Gymnas-
tics is one of the few sports that 
actually ends after college (un-
less you're a 5' robot with crazy 
European parents that are also 
your coaches). I know I will al-
ways remain involved with the 
sport, whether it's coaching 
or cheering from the stands." 
While she is enjoying her time 
as a recent graduate of Ursinus 
College, the retired athlete misses 
UC Field Hockey: In it to win it for '10 season 
By Kate Lechleitner 
ka/echleitner@ursinus.edu 
Every year, Ursinus College 
waits to see the Field Hockey 
Team dominate the Centennial 
Conference and the Final Four. 
Field hockey games are definitely 
the games to see on campus, and 
this year should be no different. 
Coach Moliken looks forward 
to another great season saying 
that "this team is a lot of fun to 
watch play. They have the abil-
ity to be great, along with the 
talent and skill to win a nation-
al championship." From day 
one of pre-season, the team has 
been working towards their ulti-
mate goal: not just a Conference 
Championship and a Final-Four 
appearance, but obtaining a Na-
tional Championship Trophy. 
obody feels the desire 
to win more than senior cap-
tains and defenders Lindsay 
Doutt and Taylor Weidensaul. 
"We set high expectations for 
ourselves each season. We like 
setting our goals high and putting 
the pressure on ourselves from 
the beginning so we work hard to 
achieve those goals," says Wei-
densaul. Doutt agreed and com-
ments on the importance of con-
ference play, saying, "One of our 
expectations every year is to win 
our conference. This is important 
since it allows us to continue to the 
next round for regionals." So far, 
the Bears are off to a good start. 
Playing tough competitor 
Messiah College in the first game 
of the season, Ursinus lost 4-2. 
Messiah scored two goals early 
in the game, a deficit that proved 
to be difficult to overcome as 
the game continued. Five days 
later, the women matched up 
against Rowan and won 1-1. 
Ursinus had the advantage in 
shots-on-goal and penalty-shots. 
Conference-play has started off' 
on the right foot with two solid 
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both scored twice to clinch the 
win in the Haverford game. 
Although the start of the season 
has been optimistic, the women 
know that tough times are ahead 
of them. Commenting on some 
of the team's challenges, Wei-
densaul said, "Every year we lose 
great players due to graduation 
and we have to adjust and devel-
op a new team with our own sty Ie 
of play that is unique to any other 
season." Coach Moliken agrees 
with this and adds, "peaking at the 
right time" is important for a team 
that plans on playing until late 
November. Only time will tell 
i I' the Bears can handle the pres-
sure and the challenges ahead. 
The women are not just know n 
for their hard work on the field. 
For the sixth year in a row, the 
Ursinus Bears were a\varded the 
National Field Hockey Coaches 
Association ational Academic 
Team Award. The team has a cu-
mulative grade-point-a\'erage that 
is \\ ell over a 3.0 and is proud of 
not only their achievements on the 
field, but also in the classroom. 
The Bears face offagainst Dick-
inson on Saturda), September 
15th at home. The team's motto 
this yeah. Lindsa) Doutt says, is 
··OW. 'IT!" Be sure to watch and 
cheer on the Field Hockey team 
as the~ possibl) mo\'e towards 
"0\\ ning" a Conference and. 'a-
tional Champion hip this season. 
J\.irJ Oldham·Curtio; ';KCc!P" .l\\3rd 
PholtJ ,:(Wrlt' ,H IInim'\trtllh:IIC\ COli 
her team and has a few words of 
encouragement directed towards 
them as they prepare for a ne\\ 
season: "For the UC Gymnastics 
Team - I miss you all and I'm try-
ing my best to come out and visit. 
So until then ... work your butts off 
in the gym, enjo) life outside of 





Sept. 25, 2010: 
M/W XC .@' Belmont 
12:00 p.m. Plateau 
FHockey \'s. Dickinson 
12:00 p.m 
Volleyball vs. Dickinson 
1:00 p.m. 
WSoccer VS. DickiDsoD 
1:00p.m. 
Football vs. Susquehanna 
I:OOp.m, 
MSoccer 
1:30 p.m. 
@McDaniel 
